## Activity

### Description of Activities and Setting

#### I. Describe what safety in the office/work environment includes.
- Class discussion
- Notes and worksheets

#### II. Statement (Inform student of objectives)
- We will create a video using Alice to explain and demonstrate safety procedures.
- Online safety tutorials (everfi.com)
- Online research of 5 safety aspects in the office/work environment.
- OSHA online videos

#### III. Teacher Input (Present tasks, information, and guidance)
- Teacher will show an example of a safety presentation developed in an Alice World.
- Introduction Alice World Showing Public Service Announcement Requirements

#### IV. Guided Practice (Elicit performance, provide assessment and feedback)
- Teacher will demonstrate how to create a billboard in Alice.
- Guided practice in creating a billboard.

#### V. Independent Practice -- Seatwork and Homework (Retention and transfer)
- Students will create a 30 second world showing safety in the workplace.
- Computer
  - Internet access
  - Alice software and textbook
  - Rubric

#### VI. Closure (Plan for maintenance)
- Students present videos to class.
- Computer
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